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NE ws l:rlefs
CoIDmUnity Action·
Students, faculty and staff are encoµraged to participate in
Community Action Day this Saturday, Oct. 25. Participants should
arriye between 9:3.0-10 a.m. in front of the cafeteri~, where they will
be assigned to .assorted service projects in surrounding comm unites .
Breakfast and lunch will be provided for all those who help, as well
as free T-shirts. Call 745-4343 for more info1mation.

Beauty of the Hwnane
.
On Tuesday, Oct. 28, Dr. Irene Compton will be presenting a
lecture on Heinrich Boll, a German author who promoted his literary
theory about "Aesthetics of the Humane" through his works ..
Sponsored by the Department of Modern Languages and the College
of Arts & Sciences, the presentation will occur in Logan 103 at 3p.m.

Hinkle rededication
This Friday at4 p.m., the newly renovated Hinkle Hall will be
rededicated. The ceremony will take place on the Victory Parkway
terrace and a reception will follow on the "X" on the academic mall.

Halloween sale·
.Monday, Oct. 27 marks the beginning of the Halloween sale in
the Xavier Bookstore. The sale will last through Friday, Oct. 31.
Clothing, gifts and general books will be discounted .25 percent.

Wa.lk for breast cancer
More than 3,500 people will participate .in t~e;~·fn~ri~.~~:_c~D.qer;
Society's ~'Making strides against breastcan~er'_'. ,\Y~lk on Sunday,
Oct. 26. For more information, call 89f-1600. . .
.

-<:ompiled by Kara Benken

Security Notes
Monday, Oct; 13, 9:00'p.ni~
A Macintosh SE computer and keyboard was removed from an
administrative office on the.seventh floor of Schott Hall.
·

Friday, Oct. 17, 10:00 p.m.
An instructor reported a theft of a cqin box containing approximately $15 from his office on the first floor of Hinkle.
·

Friday, Oct.17 at10:45 p.m.
Two students at Midnight Madness were cited for underage
. possession of alcohol and disorderly conduct.

Security Note ·of the Week
Sunday, Oct 19, 6:20 p.m.,
. A white maleapproximately 5 fe~t, ~.inches, 35-40 years
old, blond hair, 160 pounds, weari'ng gr~e.n pants and a blue shirt
attempted to remove several Civil.war· books frciin McDonald
Library without authorization by corice'aling'.them fri his jacket
Upon questioning, the man fled from the library .

. '··
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Habitat: In itto build it
(continued from page 1)

those in attendance on Friday.
Senior Erin Murray then entertained
the·.ci:owd by playing the guitar and
singing "Amazing Grace."
·
Following the ceremony, there
was a cookout for those involved to
get better acquainted with one another.
The celebration concluded
with a candle lighting ceremony and
a blessing of the site.
Last school year, Xavier's
Habitat for Humanity began raising
the $45,000 for this project. The
financial goal was met because of
several fund-raisers and contributions m~de by Fidelity Federal Sav- ·
ings Bank, the Better Way Foundation, Student Government Association, as well as a number of individual donations.
Fund-raising is still underway
sotheclubcanraiseanother$45,000
·Senior Jim Taddeo h.ammers the second floor
for the building of another house
joists into place..
·
next year.
The Xavier Habitat for Humanity chapter was started two years
Xavier's Habitat for Human~ that are parti~ipating in the entire
ago by juniors .David Tressler and itymeetingsarethes!<condWednes- process,"saidDeniseMarc;uz,HabiKristiWaning. Theclubhasquickly day of each.month in CBA 19 at tatboard.memberandheadprocuregrown to include 170 members, 8:30 p.m. Habitat will be gofog to ment.
making it one of the largest clubs on the building site on Fridai after- ·
Professors are encouraged to
campus.
. ..
noons and Saturdays from8 a.m.-5 sign-up their classes for a day of
"I see the good and happiness .. p.m. with. an opportunity to work helping out at the site. Teachers or
it brings to all. those involve.d. I. · during the morning or afternoon anyone else interested in, helping
·
with the project can contact Janet
thinkit'sincredibletoseeacommu- shift.
nity come together to build a house
"Being involved in this has Kempf, Xavier's Habitat. for Hu-·
for those in need. It is also neat to been one of the best experiences manityvolunteercoordinatorat985-'
have. the family work with you be~ I've had at Xavier, lam looking 8478.
cause you get to know each other," forward to the· completion of the
said Kristi Waning, co-founder and house. I.t makes me proud of the
chair of the hous'e committ~e. ·
Xavier. students, faculty, and staff

X ·Talk serves up lunches
BY AMY ZYWICKl
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

This Thursday's 'luncheon
with Fr. ijoff will mark the begin-·
ning of what ·hopes to become a
Xavier tradition, with the first of six·
luncheons planned for this year.
The luncheons are an attempt
to give administrators and staff the
. opportunity to discuss openly various issues within the university and
the Stud~nt Government Association which may have an affect on the
quality of life on campus.
Student Senator junior Rod
Hinton has been the driving force
behind the restoration of an id~a that
began two years ago but was not
successfully implemented.

"lfelt the program really had
value and was worth trying again,"
said Hinton.
"People just don't know what
is going on on campus," saidHinton.
"These luncheons are an attempt to
gather, in an informal environment,
administrators and students in order
for them to become better acquainted."
. The luncheon on Thursday
will consist of 10 students and Fr.
·Hoff.. According to Hinton; stu~ .
dents· were chosen for their diversity.
"When choosing the students
for the lunch, I wanted to create a
very diyerse atmosphere, combining freshmen, commuter students,
club presidents, and R.A.'s."

Issues that might be addressed
range from the role of the president,
explanations for XU_2000, Convocation worries, and stuc!ent perspectives on life at Xavier.
Chris Raabe, president of the·
men's lacrosse team, will be one of
the students in attendance.
·
"The Convocation Center has
seemed to take precedent over everything," said Raabe. "The University has made no attempt to find
or suggest alternate fields. Clubs
are having to look for fields to rent,
but the simple fact is that ... club
sports just don't have the funding
for things like that."
. Anyone interested in attend- ·
ing a lunch with Fr. Hoff should call
Rod Hinton at 745-4250.

Downing Scholarship
for Xavier business students
• Receive a scholarship of$1,750 per semester
for 3 semesters.
• Work on a research project with a business
professor
• Meet regularly with a business mentor

BranchOut expands networking
zations and other bonds such as geographic and ethnic
affiliations.
Once· students or alumni register for BranchOut,
"The idea for Bran·chOut came because address
the information provided is used to verify alumni affili~ books,' email, and other networks are inefficient and
ation and then to set up an account, where a more detailed very difficult," said Newman.
coinmunity profile is activated when the site is launched.
Registration and membership to the site is open
Based on this information, common. bonds are to all graduates and students of the 28 Jesuit colleges
automatically identified. '.'This allows you to create a job and universities across the country. There are over. I
for yourself as opposed to waiting for it to happen," said 'million alumni from the schools that form that commil-:
Lee Newman, Founder of Brainstorm Interactive. . nity.
BranchOut is currently searching for interest for
"We are using Internet technology to breathe new
more collegiate affiliations, such as the Big Ten, the life into the age-old praetice of networking," said
University of California, women's colleges, and Liberal Ro nick
. .
For,mo~e information or to preregister for the
Arts colleges.
·
In addition to this, Brainstorm Interactive also is community, visit Brainstorm Interactive's Web Site at
looking to provide communities for professional organi- www.branchout.com. ·.

To be eligible for the Downing Scholarship,
you must:
• be a business student
• be a junior (55+hours)·
• have 3 semesters remaining at Xavier
• be·a student in good standing, 2.000 GPA or
above

(continued from page 1)

.

Ms. Cindy Stockwell, College of Business Administration
CBA _Building, 2nd Floor. Tel: 745-3131

Deadline for applications is Monday, November 3.
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· For an application or more information, contact:
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··Thinking·· About Graduate Schoo_!? Don'lMiss,This!
The Greater Cincinnati Cons·ortium of Colleges and. Universities presents:
'

.

'

'

·.

. Graduate Program Fair
Saturday, October 25, 1997 ,
10:00 a.m. • 2:00 p.m .
.
. ~niversity of Cincinnati's Tangeman University Center
Attend the Graduate· Fair to get information about all master's, professional,·and doctoral program at member schools.
FREE to everyone. FREE parking (parking passesprovided at cn~ck-infortibrary.Garage off of.Martin Luther King pr.)
. Learn. ab.out ent.ranc.~ J~qµ_irements ·
Meet with repr~sentatives .from· each .school
.
·Testing :lnformation>GRE, MAT,~ LSAT, MCAT, GMAT
·
· · ... : -· · To: Register,'. Call
556-4335 or 1·800-546-287

Art Academy of Cincinnati • ·
Athenaeum of Ohio
· .
·
Cincinnatf Bible College and Seminary ·
CollegeofMot.mt·st. Joseph ·
·
· Hebrew-Union College • Jewish. lnstit.ute of Religion

Miami University
...
Northern Kentucky University
.Thomas Mo.re College
The Union Institute
University of Cincinnati
Xavier University

'

.

.
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Fnshmen leaders emerge in senate, SAC
why I requested to be a member of make sure they get addressed as senator because l wanted to get to
BY AMY ZYWICKI
the Association Affairs Committee. soon as possible."
know students and faculty and work
AssT. NEws EDITOR
..
Laura Siegmann is majoring with them to help solve any and all
I appreciate the need to make clubs
better. and the importance of wor~- in math with a minor in secondary . financial concerns they may have."
In addition to the.new sena~
. The elections are overand the ing with them to help them under- education. Siegmann says she ran.
votes are in for the four new fresh- sta11d charters and by-laws," said for student senate in order voice the tors, the Student Activities Council
(SAC) announced last week that out
men senators and the seven new Sigg.
concerns of her fellow freshmen.
SAC members.
Another new senator is
"I thought I could help the of the 29 freshmen candidates that
On Sept. 30 and Oct. 1, elec- Michael Groskopf, a graduate· of students and get the firsthand expe- applied for membership; seven were
tions. were helq for freshmen sena- Moeller High School in Cincinnati. rience of what go~s on at Xavier all _chosen for the 1997-98 school year.
tors and, out of 13 students running,
Groskopf is currently busi- at the same time," said Siegmann.
They are Jason Kilbane,
four were elected to office.
ness undecided but is leaning toSiegmann is a member of the Michael Page, Ryan Reed, Cara
The four students who man- wards double majoring in informa- Educ&tion club, Psychology club, Hansen, Nathan Moster, Jennifer
Habitat for Humanity, MORE and Buckley and Katie \Volesky.
aged to acquire the majority of the t.ion systems and accounting.
536 ballots were: Michael Groskopf
Groskopfhas had sorne gov- the Student Relations Committee.
SAC is made up of about 30
receiving 185, Jeff Pugh receiving ernment experience in high school
"I wanted to be a part of the students and is considered the pri154, Mike Sigg receiving 146, and workingontheStudentGovernment Student Relations Committee be- mary programming body at Xavier.
Laura Siegmann receiving 138.
Intramural Committee.
cause I felt they really went out to
They are in charge of pr9He hopes to bring his experi- the concerns of the students and gramming events like Fall Ball,
. "I am so excited to be a part of
such a worthwhile and talented ence to his new position and role on attempted to work hand in hand with Reggae Fest, drive-in-movies,
group," said Mike Sigg. "Hope- the Community Affairs Committee. them," said Siegmann.
School Daze,' and Tom Deluca.
"I really wanted to be a part
Siegmann says she hopes to
In addition to being a member
fully together we will be able to help
students and bring about some the Community Affairs Committee . address issues with parking in ad.di- of SAC, Michael Page, achemistry
needed changes."
because of their involvement and ti on to raising freshmen concerns major from Columbus; Ohio, is also
Sigg is from Mansfield, Ohio relations with the outside commu- abouttheenvironmentin which they a member of the Black Student Asare living.
sociation.
and is currently majoring in busi- · nity," said Groskopf. ·
.ness information systems.
"They deal with concerns re."I am really dedicated to hear- .
. "I felt it was really important
In addition to his new role as lating to issues like religious <level- ing students' concernl> and bringing to get involved as a freshman," said
·
a freshman senator, he also helped opment,serviceinitiativesandthings them to senate meetings," said .Page. · · · · ·
to initiate and write the by-laws for of that nature.-"
Siegmann.
· "SAC just seemed to be a
the new Swing Society.
Groskopf hopes to work. for
"That is why the Student greatwaytobeapartofthecommu. ·Sigg is also· a ·member of ·the betterment of student life in ev- Relations· Comrilittee has put to- nity and take part· in future Xavier
MORE (Muskies Own Recruitment ery-aspect by focusing his time on gether a freshmen forum where events."
,
.
.
Effort) and the Xavier Players.
certain issues that he feels are of freshmen can come to voice their
Jennifor Buckley also felt
As senators, the freshmen are great concern to students.
concerns and questions."
SAC was the way to make a differrequired to serve on one of four
"One of my initiatives is alloThe fourth freshman senator ence at Xavier.
committees: Association Affairs, eating more money to student clubs is Jeff Pugh, a sports mapagement
"I come from a really small
Community Affairs, -Relations Af- and organizations. I have already major with an emphasis on m~ket- town and when I came to Xavier I .
.. , J .,, . _,.,,; ..., ,_, .;'
.
d!!cide_d that Jreally wanted:fo make :
fairs, or Financial; Affairs.
seen most ~lubs h~y~ .a sm1tll budget .·in$,:.•:;~
Sigg is ame~befofthe Asso~ towo;k ~i~h, buti{~·e;ealiy ~anfo>
: ._, Pugh applied :fo bi on. the ·~~ i~~a~t: arid irit ~e thci·b~st way
ciation Affairs Committee and is in sure success wfthin these clubs it Financial Affairs Committee.
· ·I thofight I could would be through
looking forward.to working to help is really ·necessary that they have
"I really wanted to be a part of · SAC," said Buckley.
'sufficient funding," Groskopf said. the Financial Affairs Committe, "
"SAC is such.a positive orgaimprove clubs on campus. "I really want students, n9t said Pugh ....In high school, I was nization that allows all students to
"Because of my involvement .
in the establishment of the Swing just freshmen, to know that if they." actively involved in many clubs and intermingle and get involved~"
Society, I know how hard it can be have any concerns to please foe! saw first hand how financialissues . ·
In order to apply for memberfor some clubs to be heard. That is free to bring them to me and I will play a role. I ran· for· freshman . ship into SAC, students were re-

of

Graduate progran1 bids
'fairwell' to worries
BY WILLIAM KoNOP
NEWS WRITER

On Saturday, Oct. 25, Xavier
University will take part in the First
Annual Graduate Program Fair for
the Greater Cincinnati Consortium
of Colleges and Universities.
The fair will be held at the
University of Cincinnati's
Tangeman University Center between 10 a.m. and 2 p.m.
The event will provide information about all of the masters, professional, and doctoral programs
available at Consortium member
schools.
According to Jennifer Bush,
assistant to the director of Graduate
Services at Xavier, "The fair will
highlight the graduate programs of
Cincinnati and will encourage student_s to take part in a great program
that has not been widely publicized.'"
The puq)ose of the fair is to
publicize over 200 program oppor-

tunities for graduate study in Cin- brew Union College-Jewish Insticinnati.
. iute of Religion, :MiamiUniversiiy,
It is also meant to encourage Northern Kentucky University, Thostudents to· utilize the rarely ·used mas Moore College, the :Uni cm Incross~study programs· available stitute, and the University of Cinthrough Consortium member cinnati.
schools.
- Therewill also be informa~
Through the Con_sortium .. tiori on . entrance retjuirements:and
cross-study opportunities, any· stu~ 'GRE; 'MAT, LSAT, Mc',i\.T ·and
dent registered at least part-time at . GMAT. te~ts available. __ . .
. The fairis'fre~. and'free'park- ·
Xavier may register at other rriember schools in the area for classes ing passes· will be provided at a
. not available at Xavier, with per- ·chec~~in for the Library Garage off
mission of the dean~
of Martin .Luther King Driye.
This greatly expands the poXavier students may also obtential for graduate students to ful- tain. a full list of class schedules and
.fill their requirements with classes registration forms. for Consortium
and class hours that fit their needs. .members by requesting. therii'from
The grades for classes taken the Registrar's office in Alter Hall.
at Consortium schools are applied To register for the fair,. call 556-.
to transcripts and report cards as if 4335.
they had been taken at Xavier.
Consortium members include
Xavier, the Art Academy of Cincinnati,_ Athenaeum of Ohio, Cincinnati Bible College & Seminary, the.
· College of Mount St. Joseph, He-

'

quired to fill out a.n applicgtion and
go through an interview process in
addition to planning a mock social
event, which included estimating
the cost of the activity .and then
finding a. way to fund it, a way to
provide any needed transportation,
as well as finding a way to provide
any needed tools or equipment.
Jason Kilbane suggested an
event entitled "Mr. Muskie."
According .to Kilbane this
event would fall along the lines of a
male beauty. contest.
Katie Wolesky, who in addition to being a member of SAC is
also a member of MORE, Navigators, Hall Council, tutors kids, .and
plays on an intramural flag ·football
team, designed an idea to help relieve tension around finals entitled
"Beach Bust.".
"I think students need to .relieve the most stress· during finals
and midterms so I crune up with an
idea I called Beach Bust. All it
would involve would be some SipN-Slides, volleyball nets; and things
like that. Afterwards there would be
a cookout and dan~e.·: said Wolesky.
"It woul.d really just be a fun
end of the year wind-down down."
All those interested in sAc or
any upcoming future events are en~
couraged to come to . the weekly
meetings at 3 p.m; in the Terrace
Room of the University Center.
All meeti11gl> are open to the
public:·· • · · ·
For questioi:ls or concerns related to either organization feel free
to contact student government at
745-4250 or the SAC office at 7453539.

Singers,Singe.r/Dancers,
Musicians & D.J.'s

II
.
C

• . ·

Cincinnati, Ohio
Tuesday, November4, 1997
University of Cincinnati
Tangeman Center - Room 402
Auditions: 4:30-6:30 p.m.

.· ·.

Sandusky, Ohio Tuesday, November 11, 1997
·Cedar Point
·~
Llve Entertainment Office
Auditions: 12:00 - 4:00 p.m.
. Bowling Green, Ohio
Wednesday, November 12, 1997
Bowling Green State University
V..A..
.Univers~ty Union - Ohio Suite
.·
_ ~- · Auditions: 1:30 - 3:30 p.ni.
Westerville, Ohio (Columousarea)
~_......-:.. .
'Thursday, November 13, 1997 .
~·
Otterbein College
~....""".' ~
Battelle Fin_e 'Arts Center, Dance Studio
S_ 'tn Auditions:. 4:30- 6:30 p.m.
. Youngstown, Ohfo
·· . .
Sunday,·November 16, 1997
Youngstown State University
· .·. · . Dana School of Music - Room 3136
R1'r.-:::ti _A_u_di_'tt_·o_n_s:_l_:o_o..,,-,_3:...,.00-'p':--.m.,..-.- - - - - ,
(" ~ · -~
•Technicians
.£~ POSmONS •Assistant Choreographer ·
·
t
ALSO .
• Costunled characters

.

. . 4'
..

.

.a. ·
.~
,_.,.··. ,

·. ·... · .· ·.

.

AYAJLABLE

(BefenstainBearsTMJ .. .

• Costume Shop Personnel

n·.

CALL (419) 627-2390 FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

For additional.sites or
. . information c~ntact: · ·
.

Point®
LiveCedar
Entertainment

Post Office
5006
Sandusky,_
OHBox
44871-5006

(419)627-~390
www.cedarpomt.com

Ceclato. ·
PiJilt.. ,
·

\,
~

un ,-
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1n search for 'home'
''

'

'

'

BY STEVE SMITH
.. DIVERSIONS EDITOR

'

'

,

'

',

'

'

'

'

'

'

',

'

'

'

''

Th.e, sad.dest of a.II be. ing that
b ·t I ·ba d. a Jways C3J.J.e d... .
· W ' a

. As I watched the sunset on
the barren horizon of Ohio farms
along I-75,i' w~tched a part of my
life change as ge11tly yet as sud'
denly as the changing of the colors ·
inthesky. . .
..
.
·
· I realize that what has always ·
been home to me, is no longer the
sanie.
' I had spent the days of fall
break with this uneasy ihought loi-

h

I

'

'' '

ome no onger felt like
·
··
home the way it used to.. Th.e ·
.pie. Ce t.hat WaS missing WaS
that
I no .10·ng
· d · there,
' .I
er 1JVe
·
. .
.
DOW·. Jiv
. e i·n Ci·ncI·n·natl••

tering in the. back of my mind. .
Something ·was different
about being back to the towri I had
spent 'my entire life in; something
was missing.
.
. .
·.
IlookedalloverforthatmissI searched the house from top . This·was home, so why was l so
ing piece that.would make my trip to bottom, butdidn'.t find anything. ' lost?
. :home complete, but i didn't kllow · I spentari.hourwanderingourback- ·
As I sat in the driver's seat of
whatiwas looking for.:
'
yard, ,pondering looking with my my car, cruising mindlessly down'
' :J took'a drive around the city. loyal companion; rriy dog, follow- .:the empty roads ,on thatlate Sunday
by my old schools (ele'mentary,ju11~ · ing my everympve, surely ~ondei:- evening, some sad realizatfons. beior high, and ·high ~chool), tifmy ing whatthe crazy guy was doing. gan fo sink in. . .
· old house, by the house we liye in .
Noih~ng seemed to lead me fo
Saddest ofall was that what I
now, by the'·old hang outs, by my that missing piec~.
·
··had always called home no longer
It was beginniiig to gnaw at felt like home the way it used to:
friends houses'. I drove everywhere'
I could think of to find that rriissing my mind. why couldn't I find what The piece that was missing was that
.
. . I n61onger lived there, I now live in
· piece, btiteri~ed :Up hack where' I · lwas missing?
began empty handed.
·
Whydidlfeelsooutofplace? Cincinnati.
·

'

'

· · But upon returning to Cincinnati, I encountered .the same
problem. Something was missing
from here as well.
While spending four years at
collegemaymakeitseemlikehome;.
.there will always be something
missing.
I may go to· school here, live
hereyearround,workhere,andlive
my life here, .but what may be home
in Cincinnati, will never have the
same feeling as home where mom
and dad live.
'
Nothingcanreplacethethings
that they provide, or the memories
thatl'lltakewithmewhereverlgo.
·
. What lcall home may take on
many different roles in my life and
mayprovidenumerousperspectives
for me, but it will never IOse the
meaning it has always had.
Home is the beginning and
root to everything thatldo and that
I become... ·
i can· only hope that somehow, someday, I can provide my
family withjhe same type of envirom:nentthat I was.able to gro~ up
in.
No matter how far a person
strays, their heart always remains at
home.
·
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Xavier has right formula.
Small school atmosphere, variety of opportunity and lack
of Greek life make for a valuable educational experience
BY TOM DECORTE
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

At Xavier, there's not much
-segregation between students. For
example, everyone greets one another, regardless if you know that
person or not. This is not true at
Purdue. Sometimes you don't talk
· to someone because they live in a
: housethatisn'>taffiliated.withyours:··
,
These contrasts are cosmetic
ones, but the differences run much
deeper than tpat. It took almost two

Every so often, it takes a visit
to another universit:r to appreciat~
the many benefits that are_taken for
granted here at Xavier.
_ .· :overfallbreak,myroo~mate
and I drove through the sce.nic In diana countryside to visit my younger
brother at Purdue University. It
didn 't take long for my traveling companion and me to realizesomeimmediatedifferences
from XU. The first and most obvious difference was the size. It's
hard to appreciate the comfy
size ofXavieruntil you get lost
trying to find, your brother's
fraternity house. There aren't
any residential or academic
malls. There is east campus,
north campus, the athletic SC 00
complex .and the business
district.
Let's face it, unless
you're trying to find the football stadium, it's hard to get
lost at Xavier.
The second. big difference is weeks after fall break for me to have
thelackoftheGreeklifeonXavier's a concrete example hit me in the
campus. My first image of my face.
brother's frat house is of 20 guys
Aslwasmakingmywayfrom
sitting around drinking beers on their Alter Hall to the cafeteria on Monfront lawn at 1 p.m. on a Thursday · day, I ran into a friend of mine that
I hadn't seen in a while. As we
afternoon.
Now, obviously there is a lot caught up with each other, I asked
Of drinking that goes on around him if he was going to lunch. He
Xavier. This has been well-docu- was going to one of the Peer Leadmented. Then again, Xavier doesn't ership Team's brown bag lunch sehave students bragging about how ries.
Being a person who revels in
. drunk they were when they went to
class and how well they thought new experiences, I decided I would
they did on their quizzes consider- join my friend and see what this
series was all about. I expected fo
ing their state of drunkenness.
I'll admit, it had been a lorig enter the OKI _Room and see just a
time since I have experienced the couple of students waiting for the
fraternity scene. As a result of this lecture to begin. What I found.was
removal, I now realize why I chose an interesting mix of students, facnot to make it a part of my college ulty and staff, about 15 people in_
total.·
·
experience.

The session was informal and·
informative. The Peer Leadership
team, led by Kimberlie Goldsberry,
Xavier's directorofOrientation and
Leadership Develo.pment, has done
a fantastic job with this series.
These are the kinds of things
Xavier does that separates it from
the normal university. At Purdue,
there weren't any noticeable signs
for any leadership building seminars. · In fact, it seemed the
only prevalent signage on
campus were the dozens of
homecoming king and queen
signs begging the student
population for votes.
What matters in all of
this is that Xavier goes out of
'its way to enrich its students,
not just to educate them.
Fromdifferentseminars
and co-op opportunties to
studying overseas to participating in campus ministry retreats, Xavier gives its family
every opportunity to enrich
themselves fully. All someone at Xavier has to do is make
the effort to take advantage of
all that is available.
Throughout my three plus
years here, I have had the opportunity
to do many amazing things, that at
many schools, I am convinced would
not have been possible. ·
As I made the jaunt back tci
Cincinnati down I-74, I thought
about how lucky I am and how this
Jesuit education has helped me become the person I am today. I know
that many of my peers feel the same.
It used to be that when I heard
that part of Xavier's mission is to
havestudentssaytheycouldn'thave
receivedafinereducationanywhere
else, I would laugh it off as ~ siogan
to get high school students to come
here. As I progress rapidly toward
graduation, though, I get the
impressiqn that Xavier's mission is
·succeeding.

Throughou_t my three
plus years here, I have
had the opportunity to
do many amazing ..
things that at many
h I I
s, am
convinced, WQU)d not
have been pOSSib)e.

Do vou have a
well-articulated
OPINION?
Writers Wanted: The Xavier Newswire Opinions & Editorials
section welcomes submissions and letters to the editor from everyone
in the Xavier coinrimnity. Please direct all correspondence to
Opinions & Editorials, c/o The Xavier Newswire, 3800 Victory ·
Parkway, Cincinnati, OH 45207-2129 or to our e.-mail address at
XUNEWS@xavier:.xu.edu. Submissions can also be dropped off at
our offices in Cohen Center, or faxed to us at (513) 745-2898.
All letters must be signed and include a phon(! number. To be
eligible for publication, please have submissions in by the Saturday
·prior to the-next issue. For those who wish to write for Opinions &,
Editorials or who have questions regarding this section, please
contact Jeff Davis at (513) 745-3122.

Spikers win fourth straight
. BY MATT BARBER

. Weber, Chokan lead netter~

AssT. SPORTS. EDITOR

Amid.st stiff competition, the Xavier women's tennis team·
held their own last weekend at the University of Louisville Tournament;
The ladies were led'by Lindsay Weber and Denise Chokan
who both reai::lie<;i the finals of their respective flights. Weber lost in
the finals of the No. 7 singles draw and Chokan lost in the finals of
the No. 8 singles draw. Each of the ladies compiled a record of 3-1
ovei: the weekend of play.
·
Kristen Wolf also reac~ed the finals ofheq:lraw, No. 3 singles,
. but had to retire due to an irt]ury she suffered to her foot. Her record
for the weekend was 2:-2.
.
The women are in action this upcpming week when .they fake
on the University of Cincinnati on Thursda:y:afternoon at UC.·
. . The men's tennis team had the week off, but are i~ action
t()night at Eastern. Kentucky, Then on Friday they ·will .take .on the
University of Dayton ~t home. .
· ·· ·

. "Dead even." That is how
head coach Floyd Deaton said his
Musketeers matched ·up with the
volleyball team from Fordham
'university;
· Coming into the match this
past Friday night, this may have
been true, as both squads .entered
with identical 3-5 records in the A. 10. After the match, though, Deaton .
could nothave been more wrong.
. In front of a crowd of nearly
l,000, Xavi.er (8-11, 5-5 in the.
Atlantic 10) easily handled Fordham
(9-10, 3~7) in three games by scores
·. by Matt Madges
ofl5-ll, 15-4;and 15-&.
· Xavier was down to FU 7-4 in
the first gaine but held Fordham
scoreless for 14 serves while
Th~ Xavier swim team started the season off with a dual meet
building up a 10-8 lead that the
at Miami last Saturday.
·Musketeers never relinquished. In · """'"==
The ineri's team had two individuals come .through with
the second game; XU gotits points pulled out the 3-2 win by sores of and didn't give up. Our practices
Winier, a sophomore, won the 50 yard freestyfo with
victories.
in bunches witli4-0 and 5-0 runs en 15-11, 10-15, 15-12, 11-15, and 15- didn'tchangeand wejustkeptpusha time of 22.88 and Dan Casey, a senior, won the .200 yaid .
rmite tq ~n easy win. Game three . 9. "GW did a good job at stopping ing, we pushed through the hard
.
backstroke with a time of 1:57 .11.
. played evenly in the beginning, but what we were trying to do and times," said Osterday. "the team is
Also with a good showing was freshmen Seth Wikel, who
again Fordham stalled,. this time making us change. We hung in enthusiastic and confidant."
finished second in the 500 yard freestyle;
..
· stuck at six points, while Xavier there though a·nd that's the mark of
"The crowd helped us a lot
The women's team posted its.best showing in the 400 yard
against Fordham and we thank
racked up the necessary points to. a· good team," said Deaton·
medley relay. The team included Amanda·. Goubeaux, Rachel
put the match away.
The same foursome of them," said Deaton, referring to the
Reilly, Alyssa Robbins, arid Brooke Dunaway. They finished in
. Outside hitters, sophomore Osterday, Holmstrom, Janszen, and . large crowd that assembled during
time of4:14.96.
. .
. · .
.
.
Beth Ost~rday ·anci freshman· Jill Cook each scored double-digit kills the Friday night match in anticipaThe swim team looks to build on this showing on Friday when ·
Holmstrom, and middle blockers, for. the second night in a row. ti on of Midnight Madness. "They
.
·they take on the University of Cincinnati at UC..
. , by Matt Madges ... sophomoreJennyJanszenandjunior Osterday. again lead with 20; and cheered loudly and mad.e a lotof
.. Gabe Cook, were ·each in·. double Holmstrom
close behind with. noise, " Deaton continued..
.
digits in kills. against FOrdham. 19. Osterday and Holmstrom also
"It'sfrustratingthenextnight
.Osterday lead the way with 15, and had 22 and 12 digs respeCtively for to looJ.c up in the stands and only see
.
Once again, a blend of youth.and'experience powered the . H,?l~s,rrom. r~~otded 14. herself. ,double-d.oub~es on,the.ev,ening. . . iOOyeople,andmaybefivestudents.
JuniorsetterCara:Espelagehad44
.:The· tw~ wins over .th~ We don't wear.our names on the
Xavier.women's golf team tm:ough the University of Payton Fall
assists
in
the
thiee
games
anc;l
added
weekend;'.
both against A-1 O rivals, back ofour jerseys, we have 'Xavier'
·
· ·
Invitatfonal fast week. ' ·
~ce
to
.her
team~leading
brought
Xavier
to a .500 record in written there. We· represent the
a
service
Freshman Melissa B.eck was the leading Muskie in the one
of
25.
·
the
conference
and
tO a five-way tie school and it's frustratingwhenthey ·
total
. round toun~ament. Beck tied for second place with a score of 79 .
·The
huge
crowd;
full
of
forfourthplacewithGeorgeWashdon'tcomeoutandsupportus,"said
Senior Melissa Kenny and freshmanChaley Peele also scored
Tee~,
Duquesne,
Deaton.
··
MidnightMadnessintensity,gotthe
ington,
Virginia
well for XU, with rounds of 85 and 86 res.pectively: Junior Christy
Musketeer
spikers
fired
up
as
Xavier
and
UMass
who
plays
here
this
Xavier
will
have
to
work
this
Fout rounded out the Xavier scorers by carding an 89. · ··.
played
some
of
its
bestvolleyball
of
weekend.
"We
played
really
hard,
weekend
as
Massachusetts
(
10-10,
Xavier compiled a team total of 339 ,. placing the Musketeers
the season so far against the Rams. and the results show it," said Deaton. 5-5) and defending A-1 O champs
eight strokes behind tourney host Dayton. The Flyers' Katie Kruer
Thetopfourteamsinthecon-. Rhodelsland{l6-5, 9-1), come to
·Following
the match; both teams
was the medalist with a round· of 75.
stayed
to
enjoy
the
Midnight
ference
go tq the A-iO tournament, town this weekend. Xavier lost to
Xavier's final action for the fall season is this weekend at the
. up in the conference both of these teams the first time
Madness
festivities.
.
so
moving
James Madison Invitational in Harrisonburg, Va. .
The
next
night
biought
George
standings
is
very important for the around and the Musketeers will rteed
by Pete Holtermann
Washington (14-8, 5-5) and amuch Musketeers, wholosttherefirstfour to play well this weekend if they
·smaller home crowd into Schmidt conferencematches: "[Now we are] hope to see any post-season action
Fieldhouse. The Colonials had just in .a· nosition to control our own. in 1997.
come off a loss to Dayton the destiny," said Deation.
XU faces UMass on Friday
previous evening, but still had some
The .Musketeers are in the night at 6 p.m. and Rhode Island on
fight left in them as the match lasted midst ofa four match winning streak . Saturday at 7 p.m. Then on Oct. 29,
five games and two-and-a-half and have won six of their lastseven. the Musketeers wiil travel up Inter························~······
ednesday, Oct. 22 •Women'.s Tennis at Cincinnati at 3:3·0 p.m.
hours.
This is the high pciirit so far of state-75 for another conference
riday, Ott. 24
•Volleyball vs. Massachusetts a:t 6 p.m.
The Musketeers played very Xavier's climb back from their2-10 match against Dayton at 6:30 p.m.
•Men's Soccer .vs. George Washington at 7 p.m.
•Women's Soccer at George Washington at 3·p.m.
well overall, but at times were not as start.
Both home matches will take ·place
•Swimming at Cincinnati at 6 p.m. · .
.as
they
had·
been
the
night
What
is
the
reason
for
the
turn
.
in Schmidt Fieldhouse and are free
crisp
~Volleyball vs. Rhode Island at 7 p.m;
aturday, Oct. 25
_befor.e against Fordham. Still, XU around? "Wekept working hard to students with their All-Card.
•Women's Golf at the.James Madison Invitational in

··. swimmers dive into.season
Jon

a

was

Lady linksters place second

Tap.

,, - n

Harrisonburg, Va.
•Men's Soccer vs. Virginia Tech at 4 p.m:
•t'vomen's Soccer at Virgina Tech at 2 p.m. ·
•Women's Golf at the James Madison Invitational in
·
Harrisonburg, Va. _
.uesdaY, Oct. 28 · ' •Swimming at Miami University at 6 p.m:

·~·.•.Conference Standings

undtiy•. Oct. 26

DO~tlNCI

· .

·· · All home games are in bold
Home volleyball matches are played in Schmidt Fieldhouse
Home soccer matches are played at Corcoran .Field

,

'

.

'

· Xaviefvs. Virgiitla Tech
·
.

.

4 P·11?· Sunday ·
Corcoran Field . ·

.

.·

·

' _

~

. ·

Women's Soccer

·Gaine of the Week:
'

\::,

·

· Xavier will look to hold on. to first place in the Atlantic. IO
when it hosts sec.ond place Virginfa Tech for s~nior day. The
Hokies enter the weekend. at 5-1-1, while the Muskies are coming
in at .6- l. The winner will be in good shape for a possible top seed,
in the Atlantic '10 Tournament. ·
·
·
.

School
.A-10
Massachusetts 9-0"0
Xavier
6-1-0
Dayfon
5-2-0
· · G. Washington 5-2:..0
4-3~0
St.°Joseph's
Fordham
. 3-3-1.'
Duquesne . . 3A-1 ·
.Virginia Tech . 2-4-1
St. Bonaventure 2-5-J
La Salle
2-5-0
1~6-0.
Temple
· Rhode Island . 1-8-0

Season
13-2-0
11-3-0

·

Through Oct. 19

Men's Soccer··
..

School
Xavier

A-10
6-1-0
Virgi~ia Tech · .5-1-1
13-2~0
·5-2-0
La Salle.
'
. ·;
. 8-5-2.
Massachusetts · ~:4-0
9~4-1 ·.
Dayton
. 4-3-0
'5-6-2 .. St. Bonaventure 4-4-0
7~7-1
Temple
. 3-3-1
7-6-1
Fordham
.. 3-4-0
7-7-1
Duquesne
3-5-0
5-7-0
Rhode Island
2~5-2
4-12-0
G. Washington 2-4-'t
1-14-0
St. Joseph's
0-6-1

Season.
8-.7-1
11-3-1
7.~6-1 ..
9-5~1 .
7-8~1.

8-6-0
9-4-2
7-8-0
7-6-2
4~11-2

4-9-1
2-10-2

·Volleyball
.
. .
'.

School
Temple
Rhode Island •
Dayton
G. Washington
Mass.achusetts
Virginia Tech.
Duquesne
Xavier
Fordham
La Salle
St. Bonaventure

A~lO

Season

10-0

16~4

9~1

.16-5 .
12-7
14-8

7~3

5-5
5-5
5-5
5-5
5-5
3-7
1-9
0-10

10~10

10-10
10-11
8-11
9~10
9~10

2-17

.~

',"'1

r

•

Xavier holds on to conference lead
BY STEVE SMITH
DIVERSIONS EDITIOR

Sitting atop the Atlantic 10
standings is not an easy thing, as the
Xavier men's soccer team is quickly
·
finding out.
After splitting A-10 games
this weekend and dropping a nonconference match, Xavier finds the
restoftheA-lOslowly closing in on
their first place position.
Xavier leads the A-10 with a
6-1 conference record, ahead of sec_ond-place Virginia Tech (5-1-1).
Xavier opened Atlantic 10
conference play with a 6-0 record
after they defeated Rhode Island 2"
1 on Friday, but suffered their first
conference Joss of the seasori in a32 overtime decision to UMass on
Sunday.·
Friday's win over URI came
at the heels of a disappointing 3-0
non-conference loss to 13th ranked
· Bowling Green.
Lead by the efforts of freshman Josh Hammerschmidt and senior co-captain Jeff Bauer, and despite playing without injured leading scorer Chas Cooke and starting
midfielder St.eve Stamper, the

Muskies bounced back with a solid
2-1 win over Rhode Island.
Xavier came out with a lot of
energy in front of 550 fans at
Corcoran Field .. Bauer opened the
game for the.Muskies with a goal in
the first 49 seconds.
Immediately creating an offensive attack from the kickoff,
sophomore Koen Kuiken fed Bauer
as he beat the Ram keeper to give the
Muskies a 1-0 lead.
URI quickly counter attacked
by pressuring Xavier's defense. A
back save by XU defender Chris
Stamper held the Rams scoreless,
but it wasn'i enough to keep them
from scoring just two and a· half
minutes after Xavier had scored.
Rhode Island's Steven
DeMoura beat Xavier goalkeeper
Paul Wesseling with a header just
out of Wesseling's reach to tie the
score at one.
Fifteen minutes into the second half, Hammerschimdt scored
the game winning goal for the
Muskies on assists from Chris
Stamper and David Spaccerelli.
Hamm.erschmidt placed a
header right past URr s keeper to
give the Musketeers a 2-1.

Both teams had several scor- · ergized to take on the Muskies, and
ing chances the rest of the way, but scored in the fifth minute of play to
the most crucial of these came with take an early 1-0 lead.
Ten minutes . later, Xavier's
16 minutes left. Rhode Island received a free kick just inches out- Koen Kuikeri tied the match on an
side of the 18 yard box. Trailing 2- unassisted goal, w.hich was also
1, this was a perfect opportunity for ·xavier' s first shot of the game.
UMass would answer
the Rams to tie the game. Rhode
Island was denied the opportunity, Kuiken'sgoalatthe29minutemark
though, as Bauer deflected the kick as they took a 2-1 lead intO'halftime.
The second half would be
with his chest to preserve Xavier's
lead. The Muskies would hold that played evenly as both teams had
lead and improve to 6-0 in the A-10. their chances, until the 72nd minute
"I attribute this win to desire," of play, when Xavier's Cooke, who
said Xavier head coach Jack returned from an ankle injury and
Hermans. "The boys are dying to go did not s_tart, tied the match at two on
to the tournament and with each win assists from Bill Schaefer and Jeiwe get a step closer. Tonight, they emy Fultz.
Regulation ended with. the
just wanted it more and now they
score
at
2-2, and the game we·nt into
have their first leg in towards the
overtime,
where Xavier was 0-1 on
tournament."
the
season.
On Sunday, things wouldn't
.This match would be no difgo ·as well for the Muskies. In anferent
as UMass scored just over a
other hard-fought battle, Xavier
minute
into the extra period, handended up on the losing side of a 3-2
ingXaviertheirfirstconferenceloss
overtime game with Massachusetts.
UMass came into the match at of the season;
"We played well," said Bauer.
Corcoran Field with a 4-4 conferencerecord with three straight losses. "We had our opportunities, made a
Xavier was playlngwithout starting few mistakes, and they capitalized
mid-fielder Maringo Vlijter, who on them. It just wasn't our day.
had to sit out a game for accumulat- Now we've got to piCk up and go
from here."
·
ing five yellow cards.
The loss drops the Muskies to
The Minutemen came out en-

6~1 in the A-10 and 8-7-1 overall,
but they still; atop the A-10 standings.
Forward Koen Kuiken' s goal
and assist this weekend moved him
up to a tie for second place in A-1 O
scoring.
Up next for the Musketeers is
a home ni.atch on Friday at 7 p.m.
versus George Washington. Then
on Sunday, second place Virginia
Tech comes to Cincinnati for
Xavier's last home game of the year
and a game that could have major
repercussions on the A-10 tournament. ·
"The attitudes of the guys on
this team are great," said
Hammerschmidt. "When guys play
with desire and have a good attitude,
it helps the entire team. It elevates
our game and has been a big part of
getting where we are now and will
be.a big factor the rest of the way."
"We had a great start to the
season," said Hermans. "We've
suffered our first [conference] loss,
now we need to concentrate on having a great finish to the season."
The Virginia Tech match is
seniornightas well. EamonnFlood,
Jeremy Fultz, Bill Schaefer, Chris
Stamper, and team captain JeffBauer
will all be honored.

Share your comments. at the

Foo:d Committee:·

Meetings
When: Every other Tuesday
·Time: 5 p.m.
Place: Main Dining·Room

GIVE US TIME TO REPAY
YOUR LOAN.
After just three years in
the Army, your college loan
could be a thing of the past.
Under the Army's Loan
Repayment progi"affi, each
-year.you serve on active duty
reduces yotJ.r indebtedness by
one-third or $1,500, whichever
amount is greater, up to a
$65,000 limit. .
.
This offer applies to Perkins Loans, Stafford Loans
~nd certain other federally insured loans which are not
in default.
And this is just the first of many benefits the Army
will give you. Get the whole story from your Army
Recruiter.

513-731-4400
ARMY. BE ALL YOU-CAN BE!
www.goarmy.com

Women's Soccer
Xavier 7, Rhode Island 2
Fri., Oct. I 7
Kingston, RI
Scoring: XU-Am. Gruber(An. Gruber) 23:49;
XU-Am. Gruber, 25:12; XU-An. Gruber,
35:22;XU-Lemon(Am.Gruber)37:33;XUAn. Gruber (Am. Gruber) 47:20; XU-Am.
Gruber, 47:49; RI-Seymour (Policy) 52:12;
RI-Policy (Kessert) 55:29; XU-C.
Reinshagen, 69:54. Shots:RI-6, XU-20.
Saves: RI-Stanley, 4 (45:00) Bannan, 3; XUHubbard (45:00) Kase, I. Fouls: RI-6; XU13. Conditions: "nice." Attendance: 126.
Massachusetts 2, Xavier l
Sun., Oct. 19
Amherst, Mass.
Scoring: XU-Am.· Gruber (An. Gruber,
Kelley) 10:16; UM-Green (Iverson) 48 :09 ;
UM-Webb, 58:56. Shots:UM-13, XU-19.
Saves:UM-Dion.i'l;XU-Hubbard;8.Fouls:
UM-6; XU-5. Conditions: 50° with a crisp
breeze. Attendance: 736.· .
··

Men's Soccer

.

o

XU-Kuiken 16:52;UM-Kurowski
(Corcoran) 29:06; XU-Cooke (Shaefer,
Fultz) 72:17; UM-Rabinovitz
(Corcoran) 91:06. Shots:'UM-13; XU-12.
Saves: UM-Fowler, 7; XU-Wesseling, 5.
Fouls: UM-14; XU-19. Cards: UM-yellowCastma, 90:02. Conditions: 63' Sunny.
Attendance: 193.

Volleyball
Xavier def. Fordham
I5-I I, 15-4, I5-8
Fri., Oct. 17
Cincinnati
K: FU-39 (Pitroski, Sarlija-8); XU-51
(Osterdayc 15). A: FU-36 (Bevill-35); XU48 (Espelage-44). SA: FU-4 (Sheldon-2);
XU-6 (Osterday-2), Blocks: F,U-6; XU-13.
Attendance: 2,900. LOM: I :28.
Xavier def. George Washington
15-ll, 10-I5; I5-I2, 11-15, 15-9
Sat.; Oct. I8
Cincinnati
K: G.W-67 (Ridder-16); XU-74 (Osterday20). A: GW~62 (Levey-54); XUc72
(Espelage-62). SA: GW-7 (Cahill-3); XU-7
(Espelage-2). Bllc:s: GW-14; XU-7. Attendance: 102 . LOM
· : 2 :30 .
Women's Golf

Bowling Green 3, Xavier
·
W d.·
·
.e. ., Oct 15
Bowling Green, Ohio
Scoring: BG-Biggs (Qore; Jackson) 12:3 i;
BG-Kolliniatis (Stiang,Khier) 47:41; BGDayton Fall Invitational.
Petton 89:00. Shots: XU-20; BG-18; Saves:
Wed., Oct I5 .
XU-Wesseling,S;BG-Vnliow, 7.Fouls:XUDayton, Ohio
8; BG-9. Cards: XU-yellow~Vli}ter, ·39:40. Team Scores: Dayton, 331; Xavier, 339;
Conditions: 55' Overcast. Attendance: 250. Youngstown State;356 .
. Xavier 2, Rhode Island 1
. ·Medalist: Katie Kruer, Dayton-75.
Fri., Oct. I7
· Xavier Individuals: Melissa Beck~79; Melissa Kenny-85; Chiuey Peele-86; Christy
· Cincinnati
Fout-89.
· .
Scoring: XU-Bauer (Kuiken) l :49; RIWomen's Swimming.
Demours (Lemire) 3:21; XU~·
Miami I48, Xavier 89
Hamerschmidt (Spaccerelli, C. Stamper)
60:02. Shots: RI-8; XU-7. Saves: RISat., Oct. I8
Latroniea, 4; XU-Wesseling, 4. Fouls: RIOxford, Ohio
·14; XU-14. Cards: RI-yellow-Lewis,
400 yard med. relay: MU (Fransen,
60:39; RI-yellow-Tucker, 74:45; xu:
Shank, Speir, Prange) 4:12.40; MU; XU.
yellow-Vlijter, 89:27. Conditions: 45'
· 1000 yard freestyle: Schneider (MU)
Clear. Attendance: 550 ..
10:42.08; Rieley (MU); Broache (XU). 200
Massachusetts 3, Xavier 2 {OT)
yard freestyle: Kieley (MU) l :59 .40;
Laboda· (MU); Vessey (MU). SO yard
Sun., Oct. I9
freestyle: Prange (MU) 26.43; Speir
Cineinnati
(MU); Jordan (MU). 200 yard ind. med.:
Scoring: UM-Castma (Redmound) 5:38
. Wiethom (MU) 2:16.08; Chelle (MU);

Shank (MU). 100 yard freestyle: Vesey ·
(MU) 56.67; Speir (MU); Prange (MU).
200 yard backstroke: Hall (MU) 2:34.40;
McFarland (MU); Fransen (MU). 500 yard
freestyle: Herman (MU) 5:45.49;
Schneider (MU); Laboda (MU): 200 yard
breaststroke: Shank(MU) 2:29.56; Runft
(MO);·Yoder(MU). 400 yard freestyle . ·
relay: MU (Laboda, Farrer, Brenner,
Carter) 3:50.22; MU; MU. One meter
diving: Harper (MU) 235.35; Kelley
(MU); Eakins (MU). Three meter diving:
Eakins (MU) 276.60; Harper (MU); Kelley
(MU).
.
.

Men's Swimming
Miami 105, Xavier 79
Sat., Oct. 18
Oxford, Ohio
400 yard freestyle: MU (Heck, Riordan,
Sesenbrenner;T. Northup) 3:42.48; MU;
XU. 1000 yard freestyle: Hoeller (MU)
10:10.12; Smith (MU); Casey (XU). 200
yard freestyle: Kirk (MU) 1:49.56; Ryan
(MU); K. Northup (MU). 50 yard
_ freestyle: Warren (MU) 2L57;
Sesenbrenner (MU); Jqn James (MU). 200
yard ind. med.: M. Stark (MU) 2:06.65;
· Riordan (MU); Heck (MU). 200 yard
butterfly: Feichtner (MU) 2:02.37; Amico
(MU); Nixon (XU) .. 100 yard freestyle:
Bill Steel (MU) 47.82;Janneczko (MU);
Wayne (XU). 200 yard baclcsfroke:
Casey (XU) 1:57.11; K. Nordmp (MU);
Ryan (MU). 500 yard freestyle: Kirk
(MU) 5:04.70; Wikel (XU); Nixon (XU).
200 yard breaststroke: Riordan (MU)
2:19.13; Glandon (MU); Evans (XU). 400
· yard. freestyle relay: MU (Ryan,
Sesenbienner, Kyle)3:20.94; MO; XU.

Women's Tennis

·

University of Louisville Tournament
Fri.-Sat., Oct. 1,7-18
Louisville, Ky.
Xavier results: Singles; Roth, 0-2;
Palmenter, 0-2; Wolf, 2-2; Sikora, 0-2; L.
Fraunfelder, 1-l; Grambow, l-1; Weber, 31; Chokan, 3-1; T. Fraunfelder, 1-2;
Nortan, 1-2; Carpenter, 2-1.
Doubles: Roth/Weber, 0-2; Sikora/ ,
Grambow, 1-1; L. Fraunfelderrr.
Fraunfelder, 1-2; Chokan/Norton, 0-2;
Palmenter/Carpenter, 1-1 .

Grllbers. net A· 10 honors;
help XU to seco11d place

Lady laxers open· season
· l aJnpaigµ the firs(for ){avier t:;lub
1

BY PETE HOLTERMANN
SPORTS EDITOR

.
The dynamic duo of the'
Gruber sisters, Annette and Amanda,
has established itself as one of the
best forward tandems in the country. So it'.s no surprise that they
have been the scoring power behind
the ascent of the Xavier women's
soccer team to second place in the
Atlantic 10.
The Musketeers opened the
conference slate with six straight
wins, recording shutouts in the first
The Xavier women's lacrosse team is in its first season of competition.
five. XU was dealt its first A-10 loss
teamjustgottogetherlastyear. They
on Sunday when Massachusetts, the
BY PETE HoLTERMANN
spent several months practicing and
13th ranked team in the country,
SPORTS EDITOR .
getting organized, and this is the
beat Xavier 2-1.
The Xavier women's lacrosse club's first season of competition.
Despite the loss, the6-1 record
club team opened its inaugural seaSeveral players put in good
in the A-10 leaves Xavier in good
son,by playing in a Michigan tour- performances in the first competiposition for the home stretch leadnamentthis past weekend. The team tions. The offensive efforts were
ing to the A-10 tournament XU will
picked up a win, lbss, and tie in three highlighted by Molly Thomas' scor7
host in early November.
games to place fifth in the tourney. ing a pair of goals against Calvin.
Once again, it has been the
The Muskies first game ever
Despite practicing for much
Grubers leading the way for Xavier. ·
was against Illinois, and Xavier fin- of last year, playing games was
Senior Amanda.was named Atlantic
ished on the short end of a 7-2 deci- something different for the Muskies.
10 Player of the W!!ek for the secsion to the Illini. XU came back to "We got a lot of the new players
ond straight week for her total of 10
tie Calvin College in its second game some good experience," said sophopoints in weekendmatches.atRhode
. pt~oto by Doug Cochran· 5-5. The Musketeers recorded their more defender Emily Dobbs.
Island and UMass. It is the the third
Xavier's Amanda Gruber is the second Leading scorer in the.nation.
first-ever win against the University
Xavier takes to the road again
time this ·season that Amanda has
of Buffalo by outscoring the Royals this weekend to play in anothertourbeen named the Player of the Week.
Amanda ranks· nationally for
The four goals let through by 4-2.
nament with more Big l 0 schools.
Her freshman sister Ann~tte her scoring prowess. This week she Xavier this past weekend are the
.Lacrosse is not a new club The upcoming action will take place
was named A-10 Rookie of the checks in at second in the nation for first the Muskies have allowed this . sport at X~vier, but the women's .at Purdue Univeristy.
Week, her second such honor this points, goals and game'-winning season .. XU is one of four A-10 ...:.....----'---------.;..._-------------,
season, for scoring a pair of goals goals with 45, _19, and six respec- teams giving up less than on~ goal
and assiting two others in the same tively. .. c;,,: ... , .•. ,:· •••.•. peq~'!tch. , ~· . _ . .
Xavier remains confident,
weekend stretch.
The :scoririg' of the sisters is
The Grubers are the first sib- leading Xavfor toward breaking a despite the setback: "UMass is defiling pair to win Player and Rookie school record for wins in a season. · nitely beatable, and we saw that,"
honors from the A-10 in soccer. With four games left in the regular said Annette Gruber. "I think we're
Through this weekend's action, . season, XU boasts a record of 11-3, right up there .with them, but we
Amanda and Annette are first and just three victories shy of tying the need to have our best performance
second in the league for scm;ing.
record for wins. set by the club in to beat them."
In Friday's 7-2 win over 1991.
"I thought .we dominated the
Rhode Island, 13 of Xavier's 20
In weekend matches, Xavier game," said Amanda. "They didn't
shots came off the feet of a Gruber. · played extremely well. On Friday, create anything. ·The second goal
Amanda put Xavier on the board XU used an offensive barrage to · was tbe only thing they really creearly with a pairof goals just over 20 quickly put away Rhode Island. The ated allgarrie."- ..
minutes into the match. that were Musketeers took 20 shots in the
TheMusketeershead back out
less than two ,minutes apart.
match, connecting on seven of them. on the road this weekend for a pair.
Amanda'sgoalagainstUMass Amanda Gruber notched a hattrick of A-10 matches at George Washwas her 19th of the season, setting a in the match, and Annette added a .ington and Virginia T~ch. GW is
Lemon and Christie tied for third place in the conference ..
newsingle-seasonrecordforXavier. pair.
On Friday, she assisted an Amy Reinshagen netted the other two with a 5-2 record, and is looking to
Lemongoal,establishinganewmark Xavier goals.
strengthen its bid for a berth iri the
for career assists. This is in addition
·Against UMass, the Muskies A-10 tournament.·
Xavier will return home for a
to the career records for goals and outshot the Minutewomen 19-13.
points she set earlier this year.
But UMass made the most of the pair ofconference matche.s ovei: Hal. Annette assisted this record chances, beating Xavier 2-1. The loween weekend to close .out the
IF YOU ANSWERED ~·E;', .THEN YOU'RE REJ\DY FOR
setting goal againstUMass; giving firstUMassgoalcameonafreekick regular season, The following weekher eight onthe.season: The Xavier" th~t was headed in by Kara Green, end, Xavier will hostthe Brine Atrecord for assists in one season· is who is tied with Amada Gruber as .lantic to Women's Soccer Champi10, which was setin 1984 by Jodi the leading scorerin A-10 games.
onship at Corcoran Field. ThetourThe second UMass goal came namentwinner will receive an autoKrauser. Amanda i; not far behind
with seven assjsts this season.
with just over 30.minufos remain- matic· bid to. the NCAA TournaThis season, Annette has as- ing. Kate Webb connected on a ment.
sisted six of Amanda's goals, and blasdrom just ·inside the goal box
. The tourney could lead to. a .
Come with your best cheer; skirts and wigs provided.
Annette has scored on three passes· on a breakaway to give the rematch between Xavier and UMass.
from her elder sister.
. Minut~women the win .. ·
The Muskies are looking forward to
The festivities begin at 8:00 p.m. and don't forget it's also
a possible rematch.
COLLEGE NIGHT! Show your college ID for food and
'.'I'd rather just wait for them _
. . drink specials every Thursday after 6:00 p.m.
in the tournament," said Amanda.
Despite the anticipation of the
postseasori, the team remains focused on each game.
"We have continued to make
strong progress," said Xavier head
2692 Madison Road • Rookwood. Pavilion • Norwood
coach Dr. Ron Quinn. "We need to
Call for Carryout! §l1 351-9464.
finish-strong to solidify one of the
top two seeds in the Atlantic 10
* Some Miller Lite Contest restricii~ns moy appiy.
Tournament."
·
0

THE· MILLER LITE
CHEERLEAD.IMG COM,TEST
AT-BW-3

,• ·

~rt

r '

'S'wonderful swi11g

BY STEVE SMITH
DIVERSIONS EDITOR

.

When Michael Marquesen
and Scott Matz formed:O~d Hickory
as a duo in 1993, there was never a
· th~ught or mention of ever trying to
receive a record deal. But four years
Jater; with two additional members
arici:a new album released on A&M
Records on Oct. 14, you won't !tear
any complaints. . . ·
·
"We never went looking for a
record deal," says Matz, who is the ·
brother of Xavier philosophy professor Louie Matz. "But I'll tell ya.
we're happy now. All we've ever
wanted to do was play music with a
different sound. This is just icing on .
. the cake."
· Marquesen, ·Whci goes by the
nickname Roxy, shares the same
feelings as Matz. ·
"We' started playing shows
and things kind of just happened,"
says Rcixy. "It all was kind of backwards; .We wantecfto do pop songs
·.that weren't m'ainstream Gin Blossoms. We wanted a different; iilterestingsound happening in th~ backgrourid."
·
Well, looking ·for it or not,
Roxy (guitar/vocals), Matz (drums),
Jason Coile (guitar/vocals), and.Io
Perry (bass)! found themselves

•

ScotMatz, Roxy, lo Per'!', and Jason Coile look i~to the camera~
signed to a deal with Treat & Release, but on the day the band was
supposed to, record the album, ·the
plug got pulled on Treat & Release.
Old Hickory ended up on Treat &.
Release's parent label; A&M, arid
has progressed from· there to the
release of Other_ EraL:Such .as
Witchcraf~ fast Tuesday.
....
"It .was all· kind' bf a shock,".
said Roxy in reference t9 the folding
of Treat & Release.
. .·.
.
. Despite this being their debut
major. label release, Old Hickory
·. >. ~ ·:~

has a fairly storied .·.past.
From the early days bf the band, .ii
was just Roxy, Matz, and Coile,
recording all their own stuff .from
home jus~ forfun. Then Coile began
sending their musings to KXLU, a
prominent indie rock station in the
Los Angeles area, and soon the band
was sharing the stage with the likes
of Beck, The Geraldine Fibbers,
Mike Watt, and Lutefisk~
From· there came club gigs,

.

.

.

.

.

.

continued on page 11
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New Hustler in Cincy
Pornography mayjust may be sneaking into Cincinnati.
Former CinCinnatian, Larry Flynt, has returned tci the Queen
City to open Hustler Bo()ks, Magazines. & Gifts._ The grand opening
. . ·' . ,, . , ·
is today.
• • .·
. ..
, .. .
_'.
. '. Flynt, who is head of Larry Flynt Publications, Inc., was at the
new store location on E. 6th Street to sign autographs and sell Hustler
Merchandise. .
.
. ·
.
For the first time in 21. years, Hust-ler Magazine will be on sale
in Cincinnati. The new store will also carry a variety of sophisticated
titles that are not curretnly being sold in }Jamilton County;

New ·Releases

BY DAVE CAPPELLETTY .

.

FILM CRITIC

.

The followfog albums are scheduled for release on Tuesday:

a

' It :is natural occurrence in
Hollywood today to come up with
an ingenious idea for a movie, and
then to. turn it in.to total garbage:
Higher-ups in Hollywood spend
their inoney on one to two leading
actors, write an unbearable scdpt,
spend even more on explosiOns and
special effects, hfre a talentless di-· ..·
rector; and then wonder what hap- .
pened to ·their picture. Touchstone
Pictures latest film~ "Playing God," ·
is all of the above.
"God" stars David Duchovny
("TheXFiles") as Dr. Eugene Sands,
a brilliant surgeon who loses a pa~
Da;v'.id
D;uchovny
plays
with a loaded weapon.
- .
.. .
.
.
tient in surgery due to his excessive · ·
· drug addiction and with that his
Slowly, but surely, Sands is trying to pull.off a ·''hard~nosed'·'.
medical license. With.his tnie pas-. draggedinto the wotld ofcrime, and doctor, he flops like a· fish out of
sion revoked, he begins to dive begins to struggle with his con- water: EvenTii:nothyHutton;agood
deeper and deeper into his addic- science and question what he truly actor in his 0 wn right ("Beautiful
tion,
·
believes in. - .
Girls,""OrdinaryPeople/;)isurtbe-'.
· From start to finish, this is an . ljevable and sadly comical as a gang-·
On a routine mission tO' score
synthetic heroin, Sands is.witness to •awful fu.oyie. ·. There is nci emotfon ster, .. ·
.. ...
a gang-hit. Working strictly on.hi- ·10 this film. TJ:iegoal is togetymito.
There are plenty of gunshots
stinct and surgical taforit, he saves . t'e~l:so.rry for the lead character be~ and quirky one-liners,. but those do
the victim from a punctured lung -cause he is thrown into a situation not make 'a movie. Jf you wantto
and almost certain.death.
that he see's no way out of, but you ·.· see an inventive concept that has
Sands'. heroics b.ring him the win(iupcaringonlyaboutthetraffic · been brutally hacked in every way ·
admiration of local gangster . that you wfllface on the way out of possible into afeature film that you .·
Raymond Blossom ·(Timothy the theater.
could see on pay cable in the next
Hutton)whodecidestohiretheiion. Duchovny is way out of his month or two, "Playing God" is the
practicing doctor for his· own per- .league in this picture. He fits per- film for 'you.
sorial benefit.
fectly into his television series, but
,

,i

.

a

·,God'·IOses :religion
J

.

.

Once again, the.Xavie~ Players performed cutting edg~ theater
with their weekend nin of S'Wonderful, a revue of the music of
George Gershwin.
.
.
.
The revue, directed by Players director Cathy Springfield;
covered most of the major works of Gershwin's career.. This was the
firsttime this revue has ever been performed on stage. This is Xavier•.s·.
first world debut since ''Once On This Isfand" in 1995.
··
The show started off with a rousing e~cerpt from Gershwin's·
·pian~ overture, "Rhapsody in Blue" by Jim Hart, a professor in the
music department. Shortened to keep'the show from becoming a
piano redtal,the excerpt kept all the major themes of the piece; giving
.
. .. '
.the audience. feel for its powet. .
·Other highlights from.the first act, which was a dramatized live
radio broadca8t from .Manhattan, included a spii-ited rendition of
''.Swanee''. by sophmri.ore Hassan Al-Rawas and senior Chris Dake' s
interpetation o:f the Fred Astaire staple "High Hat." A medley of
songs from the popular musical "Porgy and Bess" topped off the act
·.The second half reached ~ fervorous conclusion with the song
apd dance numbers "I G()t Rhythm;' and "S'Wonderful."
·
The real stats ofthe show were the fantastic musicians that
performed the score, Hart led a.piano, stand-up bass, and drum trio
that provided a cool, '40s feel. The big band portion of the show
featured a 12 piece brass ensemble led by band director Norm Parr.
Both bands complimented each other well on stage and their
rousing solos gained sm;ne of the biggest applause of the evening.
·
"
-Tom De Corte..

Bobby Brown, Forever (MCA) ... The Flaming Lips, .
'Zaireeka (Warner Bros.) ... Judas Priest, Jugulator (CMC Int'l) ...
Kiss, Carnival.of Souls (Mercury) ... Eddie Money, Shakin' with
the M~ney Man (CMC Int'!) ... Phish, Slipstitch and Pass (Elektra)
... RuPaul, Ho HoHo (Rhino) ...
... all dates are tentative.

Concerts A Go. Go
.

.

Friday,.Oct..24.

Sunday, Oct. 26

· Skeleton Key
.•@.Sudsy Malone's·.

Oct: 25 ·. ··
Matchbox ·20

.Saturday,

10,000 Maniacs
@Bogart's

·

Monday, Oct. 27

. Sarah McLachlan
@ Cindnnati Music Hall

@The Garage

~

'

'

Don'tMiss.
.

.

··.

'

'

'

.

VERTICAL.HORIZON
',

......,

.·.

.

.

.

.

',..

..

· Saturday on the ''X'·' on o~ the.academic man .
·· 7:~0 p:m. to. lQ.p.m•.
· • Wa~na kno~ mor~ ab~utthis incredible band? Check out
. their web page at.WWW. verticalhorizon.com or read the review
. on MTV Online .by Diversions.Editor Steve Smith.· Go to
www.mtv.coin, click on local, then look under Cincinnati.
.
After y0 ur d~ne with that grab, your friends and make
sure
notto
miss
of the hottest
bands to .come'
to X in years...
..
. one
.
..
.
.
'

Old Hickory

McLachlan surfaces

continued from page JO

two EP's, and five indie compilation releases prior to Other Eras ...
· Old Hickory's new CD should
do well in record stores. They produce a new sound that _is hard to
pigeonhole, but after a few listens,
begins to grow on you.
With solid tracks like the future hit "Cross the State", "Drain the
Lake," Diamonds or Coffeecake,"
andSpurEye," OldHickory'snoisypop sound is invigorating, and appreciated.
Not many bands are willing to
venture in the realm ofcrossing what
the teeny-boppers of America are
listening tO', but Old Hickory's distinct muse should change the hearts
of many that refuse to take their
Wallflowers out of the CD player.
"Making the album got crazy
at times," said Matz. "This is new to
all of us, but I think that we're all
adjusting well. We're putting a lot
of work into learning.· Now we just
can't wait to hit the road." -

BY LAUREN MOSKO
AssT. DIVERSIONS EDITOR

To say that it has been a busy
year for singer/songwriter Sarah
McLachlan is not only an under~
statement, it is an oversimplification of all that this woman is capable
of accomplishing. Not only did the
summer of 1,997 bring the release of
her new album; Suifacing, it also
presented Sarah's brainchild, the -·
Lilith Fair___:__:.a showcase of feminine energy and mystique.
As far as .the album is concerned, Sarah has done it agaiil, with
a style and emotional grace capable
of bringing ariy soul to tears. Surfacing, the follow~lip to Fu~bling
Towards Ecstacy, is a little more
mellow, but loses nothing in its emphasis on simplicity or its tempo
change.
The new album retains all of heart that once you hear it, you'll_
the old players from Fumbling: never forget it.· "Angel" does not
· AshwinSood(Sarah'snewhusband) · send us racing toward the end, it
on drums, Brian Minatcfon bass and begins the descent by aimost floatguitar, and musician/producer Pierre ing the listener down on its enchant·
Marchand on keyboards and bass: ing piano notes.
Jim Creegan, of Barenaked Ladies,
McLachlan' s unforgettably
contributes an upright bass, and Sa- angelic voice and raw, emotional
rah commands not only the vocal~, lyrics, backed by caressing inusibut also the piano and principle gui- -• cianship, wiil make anyone an· in--•
tar.
stant fan.
The singer/songwriter exFronting .the radio smash
"Building a Mystery/' this album is plains the album saying, Surfacing
a nightingale song of unsurpassed is about me finally growing up, and
beauty. If the lullaby-like '.TJ,.,qve, Jac;Jnguglyt)1ingsapqutmy~elf. We·!
You;, andthe moving orchestration a11· have a d~ic si.de;. it; s' bullshit to·:
in "Adia" are the ascent of say that we don't. At sorrie point
McLachlan' s
emotional we're going to have to face that."
rollercoaster, then "Do What You
McLachlan didn't stop with
Have to Do" is the summit. This . the new. a1bum. She also spearparticular song touches something headed a 35-date traveling coricert
so secret and protected in the human caravan -known as the Lilith Fair.

Sarah McLachlan

(Lilith was the first woman in Eden, truly exhibits both heart and soul.
according to Hebrew myth, whosaw Lilith also chose its corporate_ back. herself as equal to Adam.) This · ers as those who shared its highcelebration of the feminin- rostered minded ideals and affinity for chari50 rotating" artists_ and included . table contribution. (Borders Books
Suzanne Vega, Indigo Girls, Paula & Music, Nine West; and Biore, to
Cole, TraceyChapmal).,Jewel,Fiona name a few). "Socially conscious
Apple, Joan Osborne, ·and Sheryl business is what we wanted, " said
Crow. But this tour was not about Sarah: "No child labor, no animal
male~exclusion or 'girl power.' testing, but community oriented."
The Lilith Fair not only broke
McLachlan explains, "Ijust thought,
let's get a bunch of chicks together the mold of traditional rock-fests,
and.have some great girly energy. butmadeadifference,too,thanksto
Sarah and her tour organizers, and,
This is fun, you know?"
Consider it a testosterone-free of course, the 50 artists who brought
alternative to shows like down the house, date after date. ·
What's next for Sarah
Lollapalooza and H.O.R.D.E., but
also think of it as an active contribu- McLachlan? More song writing,
ti on to women's betterment. recording, touring, and plenty of
McLachlan donated part of the pro- surfacing.
ceeds from each show to local
wo_men's charities, so this festival -

Films, food, and.fun
BY STEVE SMITH

COOPERATIVE EDUCATION

DIVERSIONS EDITOR

What do you do when your
short on time, and have plans to
catch a bite to eat as well as taking in
a movie? Options are limited. But
our recommendation is to head to
the Mt.Lookout Cinema Grill, where
you can get the best of both worlds
at the same time.
The Mt. Lookout Cinema Grill
opened earlier this year on Linwood
Avenue in Mt. Lookout and has
photo by Deena Delfosse
been serving customers with great
food and good movies seven nights
The outside of Mt. Lookout Cinema Orill.
a week ever since.
at $3.50 and the atmosphere is top
Prices are reasonable with
Owned' by Xavier graduate notch:
·
appetizers running from $2.95 John Wince and his partner Kevin
· With the largest theater seat- $11.95; sandwiches from $3.75 Stom, .the Cinema Grill is the only ing 120 people and the smaller the- $6.85, pizzas from $5.50 - $10.50,
one of its kind in Ohio and offers ater 100_, the seating is comfortable and beer costing $2.35 for a draft
r~cent movies ~ombined with full with all seats, tables and booths of- and $8.95 fora pitcher. Eight\ran.,.
.
._ ._. fering a great view line.
_.
· eties of beers are offered and there is
menu o( great food. ·
.
The two movie theaters are
Included in a solid movie at~ ~osmokingalfowedin.thebuilding.
located'in an old movie house that, mosphere is t,be opportunity to go Popular food items include the
built.in 1939, housed only one the- beyond your typical popcorn and .. ques~dillasandchickensandwiches,
ater until recent renovation. The _candy food selection._
· bothofwhichitriedandwerepleas•
building closed down in 1988 and
TheCinemaGrill'sfullmenu antly good.
· th_earea w~rit withouta theater until · is loaded withaselectionofappetizOverall, theMt.LookoutCinthe Cinema Grill opened early this ers, sandwiches, pizzas, and des- ema Grill is a unique experience
spring.
.
_
.
serts that are served in a fair ainount that could become addictive. · If
. ·• Two movies pernight are of- . of._time considering !hat there. are you' re a movie buff thatlikes a good
· fered with a late show on Friday and only two servers covering eacb the- me~l. this could easily become your
Saturday. Admissionisfairlypriced ater:
second home.
'

COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS:
•
•
•
•
•

CSA STUDENT
- . 2.75 (OR ABOVE) GPA
DECLARED BUSINESS MAJOR
MGMT301COMPLETED
JUNIOR STATUS (55 +HOURS)

PLACEMENTS BEING MADE NOW FOR 98$ ·
For more info call Ms. Kathy McClusky at 745~486_9

Mondays:

Melrose
8p.m.
Monday
Night
_Football
·9p.m. No

!Mt. Lool(out ·

Cl~~MA f7121LL

·c6Jning•-

1"()'\lie Line: ':J!l1-3!ll1

Scream &
Conspiracy
Theory

Great Movies, Splrfh.. and Food

Fn'. Oct. 24

Now Showing thru Thurs. Oct. 23:
My Best Friend's Wedding
PG-13 6:45
.
· Currently accepting
Contact (Jodie Foster)
applications for
sclvers and kitchen
PG
9:10
.
admissiOn
Nothing. to Loose
hip
char~e!
R
7:20, 9:30
Show Xavier ID & get free admission on Thursdays after 9 p.m.

·.\.1

-., ..

.~

.:1.

~

.
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drum' n' bass froni a kick in the face. contain. What makes the lyrics even
the honeyrods
What saves this simple sasafrass is. more appealing and real is the allur.{Capricorn)
the track done by the hardcore ing voice of lead vocalist, Christy
.outerspace mutha, DJ Spooky. J,n Schnabel. The lyrics and· superb
fact, you might wantto pruchase the sounds . of Schnabel . are
CD just for the sole purpose of expe- · complimented by the outstanding
rienciilg the 6:48 allowed to this meJodiesthatguitarist/bassist,Jerry
magic amutant. His minimal use of Dirienzo creates.
the vocal track, reverbed~out flute
Two songs off this album
· loops,. and melting ·string section have the potential to be hits, One of
outdoes the originators as well as these songs is "Forgotten." This
the fake thumpers. You could.get song expresses eye..:openinglyries
this one for this track, or save your aboutlife, which are perfectly ex. money for the next Spooky LP.
pressed through the potent voice of
-Tim Traynor Schnabel.· The melody, lyrics,· and
Diversions Writer vocals fit together so well that it is
Unfortunately, the music of
hard not to fall in love with this
the Nashville-based band the·
song.
The other hit from this album
honeyrods is as uninteresting as its
No
Knife
sho.uld
be "Endle'ss Stream." This
.name. So what is a honeyrod? It's
song is like nothing I have ever
.Hit Man Dreams
asuriflower. (I'm excited, how about
heard before. Tlie bouncy melody
you?)
{Time Bomb)
contributes to. the outstanding lyrics
To sum it Qp; the lyrics leave
a lot to be· desired, ajuvenile conCan you spell A-L-T~E-R-N tha~ are confusing. yet satisfying.
glomeratiori of forced rhyme and· A-T-I-V-E? No Knife sure can. .Although r needed to iisten 'a few
repetition, and the. music is nothing Nothing new here. .Time Bomb times to this ~ong to catch the lyrics,
to write home about, either. The appears to be an independent label, the outstanding melody and guitar
·combination of guitar, wurlitzer; butthesoundisdefiilitelytestedand work. by Dirienzo should carry this
.
·organ and percussion is ... different. approved for the mainstream mar- song up the charts.
.
The Sweetness should give
Any track that began : with ket. Yes, it's the buzz clip of the
decent music was· ruined as soon as minute, but if you blink you prob~ Ugly Beauty a secure foundation to
the lyrics began. "Pictures" wasn't ably won't ,miss it, .for Tm sure build upon. Look for this band to be
that bad, b\lt it could have .been so. eMpTyV wiUhave. it programmed . a household name in the future. ·
· -Matt Madges
much more. ·.·
.
int() thefr (re)cycle soon enc;>Ugh. If
Sports Writer
The·band was qescribe(t:by yciu'vegotalltheBl1sh,NadaSurf?:: .... ~• .~
j

. ":.

Mercury Records.as b.eing ;,syp.ony~ : and v efuc!J: Salt albums, and are still
mous with unpretentious fun.~' Filn? looking. for more of that superKiss It Goodbye
No-:-boredom is more descriptive. unique :sound, then No Knife was
She loves me,
The bottoln line is this: the invented just for you. Not quite as
honeyrods don't sound any differ- stupid as those.aforri:lentioned enti- '
she loves me not
ent than hundreds of other strug- .. ties, but pretty close. Solace in 4/4
{Revelation)·
.gling twenty-something alterna-pop riff.cycles...
.
b.ands.
-TimTaynor
This album is mid-tempo to
-Lauren Mosko
Diversions' Writer· slow brutality from the Korny sect
Asst. Diversions Editor
of hardcore. It will hold civer big
Ugly Be~uty.
with kids, most likely of the male
persuasion, with oversized pants;
.. rhe Sweetness
. Bally :sagoo
chain wallets, expensive athletic
(Atlantic)
shoes, X'd hands, and nedcjewelry
T.um Bin Jiya · ·
who love to·mosh.
. {Tristar) .
Or if you ·love Rage, Korn,
a_nd fulkontact sports, then this is.
This: is one song and six re~ :
foi: you, because this LP just sweats
mixes of the same song. This would
testosterone.
It features members of
lead me to label it a CD single, ·
however the. mixes are spread out
Rorschach, but KIG dc:ieim't come
over50minutes; Redundant? Defi·close. NotmetalenoughforWAIF's
"Metal Connection", but plenty ofE
nitely .. ·A compl~te waste of time?
Not entirely .. The album version of
crunches and the occasional do.ublethe song called "Tum Bin Jiya" is
kick pummel.
done by a group called Bally Sagoo,
· Evil yet mundane, I found it
and it's just some New Agey Indian
The Sweetn(!ss is the debut the appropriate soundtrack for writvox type spaced out stuff to do your album for Ugly Beauty, but one ing this review, as my computer
yoga and read "Dianetics" to .. Then would not know by the sounds of it. keeps crashing. I wish that Revelathe majority of the tracks are remized Ugly Beauty should have great sue- ti on would spend more time and
by this cheesey techno DJ called cess with this album due to the sen- energy putting out bands like Texas
· Strobe, ·who doesn't· know · sual and real lyrics that their songs · Is the Reason.

This ·week's features:

Fu Manchu

The good.·
The Sundays
Static & Silence
(DGC)
The latest release from the Sundays; Static & Silence, is a
parade of suriny-inorning ballads that beg to be played and replayed
until your heartis content.
.
..
Harriet Wheeler's innocent voice projects its own meaning, in
. a,ddition to the intelligent, emo~ional lyrics, characteristic .of the .. ·
.. ,, · · · ' . ·
group.
·
· · · · ·,
' . • By the sarne fok:en, tfre m~sic has its own personality an<l couid . '
be enjoyed even if there were ho words. The range _of in~truments
includes varfous guitars and percussiOn, as well as piano, string, and
flute orchestration, and birds (you read me correctly- check out "I
Can't Wait"); .
·. · ·
·· .
.
..
· Highlignts induae;tl:il«vocal (lifilmonf:in ;''YCiur Eyes," the ·'
familiar.radio tune "Summertime," the tambourine in"Homeward,"
the gentle, .melodic: "When l'mThiriking of You,!' and· the jewel
box- which houses the powerful lyrics and some enchanting pie- ..
·
.
tures of the full moon. ·
This is an excellent album: The only complaint is that it sounds ·
just a bit too much like thel~t Sundays album, which isn't necessarily
·
· a bad thing.
-Lauren Mosko ·
Asst. Diversion Editor

The.bad
Fu Manchu
The Action is Go
{Mammoth)
.you kriow whatf m listening to ~ight no~? .Mudhoney: They.
rock. It'.sJhe first record, self-titled; on Sub Pop.
You know why I'm listening to it?
Because Fu Manchu put me in the mood. It seems like they
want to sound like Mudhciney, and they. love to use that fuzzed-out·.
. · wah-wa.h peda( but they just didn't rock as hard, didn't provide the·.
.· same endorphin-osis:
They produce too much of that '90s slack bore syndrome. I
wanted to like The Action is Go by Fu Manchu, because it has a coolass layout and cover photo of the old~school skateboarder Glen
Friedman busting out a fat grab in a pool, but the recordjustdoesn't
cut it.
..
If you want somethfog grungy (sorry about use of
illegal
word) that kicks your butt; get the first Mudhoney record; not this.
.
·
-Tim Traynor ·
Diversions Writ(!r

.Think this ad,. is ·boring .<•..·good, b.ecause
.Diversions needs you and your Writirig skills
to help spiee things up. Call us at 745-2878.
Oh yeah ... ·no experience needed~

an

Leam

Oracle a~d Visual Basic.
Pursue your dream. career with
· potential earnings of45k & ·more·
. . Convenient Weekend classes ··
·· Nex:t class begins November·1•1•

. ...d(fompuGen ·
· · Learning Center, LLC
·

2509 Fairview Aft.,

anr.ts.uan, Off, 45219

Phone: (513) 333-0CLC (0252) .
.

Fax: (513) 333-0407
.
Website: www.cempugenusa.c.m
E-mM~: Opperiunll)'fi'rArapl.GenllSA.r:em

Located near UC and Deaconess

Play.ing . 'Devil's Advocate'
. BY DAVE CAPPELLETTY
FILM CRITIC

enjoyable cinema..::_frorri comedy to
drama, from romance to thriller' and
that does not fall apart at the seains.
"The Devil's Advocat.e" has all of
this and more, and meshes together
perfectly.
·
"The_Devil' s Adv9cate'.' stars
Keanu· Reeves. in the perf9rmance
of his career as Florida's head .district attorney, Kevin.Lomax. He is
a top~notch lawyer who will do anything; even give up .. his Catholic
morals, to further himself .and his
perfect record as an attorney. During one session, he ascertains that
. his client is not just guilty, but remorseless for what he has done,
however, obsessed with "his own
personal gain and talent, he successfully gets him acquitted just like.
every other case he haS take_n.
Lomax' s remarkable prowess
earns him the admiration of a high

• ..

Keanu Reeves makes.a point in "The Devil's Advocate."
perfect. There is no other actor who
could tackle the job of the devil
better than Pacino (who gives an
over-the-top performance similar to
the one in "Scent ofa Woman" that
won him an Oscar,) and Reeves
brings iife and credibility to his
character and the movie itself.
This is a powerfully enter~
taining movie that delivers on all
planes. It: is visually stunning and
creative, but also intellectually
stimulating as well. As you are

wowed by the special effects, it gets
you to think about life and humanity
as well.
It also does not take itself seriously. If the devil became a man,
who else would he be but a lawyer?
It also brings out humorous ideas
that have been· around for a -long
time. For example it connects big
business with Satan himself (several
scenes are shot in Donald Trump's
living room &even Don King makes
acameo.).

This film resembles many of
the apocalyptic movies of the '70s
like "The Omen," but it is nowhere
near as dark. It lightens up the
mood, but not the content, ~bile
still making you feet unpasy through- .
out.
Director. Taylor Hackford
("An Officer and a Gentleman")
creates an extremely en_tertaining
film that is definitely worth rushing
to the nearest theater to see.

. A
.. I
·. UTHOR.
M. EET,.TH.E
OF THE NEW BOOK THAT.
.

"CRIES
OUT TO.. BE
READ!"
.
.
.

.

-

·.A "MASTERPIECE~' THAT IS VERY ''HELPFUL AND READABLE!" ..
THE TExTBOOK THAT IS "GITTING A BLOCKBUSTER SEND-OFF!".

* Concert Calendar *

THE NEW BOOK BY

Sat. Oct. 25 - Crazy Train· - The Ozzy Tribute!
Wed. Oct. 29 -Jonzei
SaL Nov. 1 - Ekoostll<Hookah ·
Sat. Nov. 8.- Ratt

DR.

N.

GREGORY MANKIW

Tickets available atTicketmaster and Annie's

Classes
starting in
November!
Call now to
reserve your
- seat!

PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS
.cf.I

The Harvard University professor will also
deliver a presentation
on
.
"A SIMPLE WAY TO IMPROVE ECONOMIC POLICY"
.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER
.

.

1-100:..KAP~lEST
~.~aplan.com

*MCAT Is a registered trademark of the Association ol_An:i_er~~n M,E!dlcal Colleges.·

F IN D

• 1l 711 Princeton Pike•
· •Across from Tri-County Mall•

0

U

23 AT 7 P.M.
T.

• (513) 671.;5852.
• http//wwW.borders.com •

BORDERS
BOOKS·MUSIC·CAFE

SM
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· At Northwestern .COLiege of Chiropractic, we feel strongly about the quality of education we provide to our 650
students and their preparedness for satisfying careers. As our 3,QOO alumni know, we can provide you with' an
unmatched educational experience featuring:
• ·A well-rounded, rigorous educational program;
• Emphasis on clinical, hands-on education and
experience;
• '11:1 student-to-faculty ratio, individual faculty
attention;
• Clinical internships in 100+ community and
four College clinics;
• Extensive interdisciplinary clinical Learning
opportunities;
• An internationally-known research center;
• Final term full-time private practice
internships globally;
• A beautiful·23-acre ca'mpus featuring
.superior facilities;
• A Career Services Office to assist graduates in
job placement;
• New state-of-the-art library to support education and research.
'., . . >~

For a personal visit or more detailed information, call a Northwestern Admissions counselor.at

1-800,;,888-4 7 77
Committed to Clinical Excellence and Preparedness for Professional Success
.NORTHWESTERN COLLEGE.OF CHIROPRACTIC··
··
2so1
'w:'84th st. • Minneapolis,
Minnesota
f55431. ·
.·. ' ' . ' ' • ; ' .
·. ·,.'
. , . . . ·····; '·

'.

'·I
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PautE.Ester needs your.help!. lfyou don't
. submit your faw?rite photos he Will be forced
to cut his hair and wear Dockers. Please .
seniyou;favoritephotos to· De~na Delf~sse, ·.
Photr;i editor and save thisdiscO king . . Submissions may be dropped off at our Cohen
.. Center office or mailed on campus to ML •·
··. 2129. Photographers. will win a prize from .
the Newswire vault.

,.

XaViet Area Resident's speCial
.Medium 1 Topping Pizza .$5.oo·
.

· Buffalo Wings

.Apartments &
Houses Available

. Thin crust or original dough only please
·Deep Dish crust & additional toppings add $. 99
No ·coupon necessary- pick-up or delivery

..~J
_rr.

~· ..
--·

Fun Environment
.............. with lots of great employees and guests
Excellent Benefits Package
·
.............. which includes 401(k), health, life .

.......-.~...,... --~

.

~~

-- .

Paid Vacations .
............ ~:comes with a liberal policy
Excellent Training
............. ;with the best in the business

HUNGRY?? · Satisfy your hunger with the great opportunities we are serving U:p at
Applebee's! We are looking for fun, energetic, ambitious individuals to fill positions wi~in
our restaurant.
Now. accepting applications for SERVERS AND HOST AND HO.STESSES positions.
. ·
Apply Mori~ .:. Sat. 2-4pm at the following location: . ·
·

. ............
1 Madison Ave.

.

For 'Availablity ·
Call 772-0909

$ 3. S0

· Bread Sticks. ·$~,99

'".

NOW RENTING.·
FOR THE
: '98-'99
SCHOOL YEAR

Large Cheese Pizza ·$5.QQ

CoVingtori,
KY
.

.

.

~

·

....

.

.. .
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·
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.•The Commuter Info.Center.
is .all about this event. Pre-party is at
5:30 p.m. at the· Romero Center.
Then this crazy group is going to the
H:runte:Heyrid:arrlcastle at6:15
p.m. Even more crazy is that they
want you to go with them; for $7and
your own transportation though.
They can't provide everything· for
you.

~.·
-=~v--~:i~~~W:l~S:~n~~~~::7~:;:
'-iJ. .
· October 22

ries is at 8 p.m. in Cfovelarid, but
you can watchitonNBC. The home
ofrock '.n~ roll is going to take it all.

~A.mock D.U.I. accident will

occur. at the intersection of
Ledgewood and Harold A venues at
1:30 p.m. The injured victims will·
be taken away by ambulance and
October 24
. Air-Care (yes, a real helicopter).
All emergency personnel are real,
•WARNING! We are being
they are not actors! The victims.are
invaded by hundr.eds of high-school
your friends.
students. They are arriving by. the
•This is your last. chance to bus loads to take up our walking
sign-up for a window seat on ·the space and. watch our .every move.
plane to Nicaragua. The Learning No need to worry, it's. just
Service Program will have the last ·"X"experience Day. Help· show
meeting at 3 p.m. in the~egisRoom. them what Xavier is really about.

friday

be in the University Center Theatre
at 7:30 p.m.

•Okay, enough of that serious
stuff. Cosmic Bow.J.ing is back and
better than ever. Stone's Lanes has
automated :Scoring with turkeys. For
$3 you get unlimited bowling from
10 p.m.-1 a.m. But that_is not all
folks; you also get to wear rented,
disease-infested shoes that are not
sold in stores. Where do you go to
sign-up for all.of this fun you ask?
·Ah, to the Commuter Info desk,
because they know how.to have fun.

•Melissa Smith will be in
Bellarmine Chapel at 7:30 p.m. for
her senior recital, .If you haven't
seen her yet, here is your chance.

Saturday

senses~

monday
October 27
· •The
French. Club will have
.
an information session for the Predin Memorial Scholarship at 1:30
p.niin Schott 101. The past recipients will tell you all about their year
in Paris.

is
•VerticalHorizon
coming to Xavier's own academic
mall. They will be here, at 7:30 p.m.
And who is responsible. for all of
this excitment that is .. building up
. •Sarah McLachlan will be at
quicker than the leaves in your
the Music HalL Need I say more.
gutter-the wild and crazy kids in
Not this time.
· SAC (their words, not mine). ·

·sunday
October 26 ·
What will 43,900 women and
290 men in the United States die
fromi'n 1997?-breastcancer. You
can help by walking five miles
around Yeatman's Cove at Sawyer
.·Point.
·
·
0

•Little peopl_e· are searching
•International Coffee Hour·
the
campus·
dorms for treats, so.be
has dropped down to No. 3 this
October 25·
ready
to
play
some tricks. College
week. But it will always be on the
Fri.ends
will
be
here
for
their
Hal
chart at 3:30 p.m., which is the per"
•For those· who are· thinking
feet time to sit with your friends in loween l?ci.rty, butthey want your
the Downunder and talk over some 'candy first. Decorate your wing about the future, there is a Graduate
flavored coffee that you have physi- . andmakethemiookforit. Be ready Program Fair atU:C.'s Tangeman
cally become dependent on since to horrify the youth at 3:30 p.m. University Theatre from 10 a.m.-2
Don't worry about costumes, you'll p.m. There will be infoimation about
your go every week.
probably scare them without one. masters, professiorialand doctoral
.
•Chris and Cail are.back, and.·. . . ..·. .·•.. ·· ·.. ..·· .· ··...
·. . . . . programs, and,tests.qnlyforthose.
they think,t~ef:#e bettef'.tb~n;:be;:.::.~:::.:::::.:::.~·.Ori~~ee).c.tillHal~.oween! ..•:., that:niust think.aboudife lifter XU/
~ore. Ever)rqne seems to. thirikthey;:.
c~~ only:.,
are the same. But hey,
make a fair judg~ment after listen(ng to them at 11 P·ITI· .on Xavi~! , ·,,
Channel 49, Even be'ttei-Ayou.chp x~
tell them how you really feel ,by
calling 731-9898 ext. 159. Reriiem::'..
ber, you can be honest, they don't.
Earn MONEY and·
have to know who you are.
·:

•Taste of Findley Market
could only be at one place (Central
Parkway and Elder Street). Smell
the food, taste the drinks, hear the
band, and watch the dancing. It is a
d,efinite workout for all of your

... ..;;;_.

tuesday
October 28
•The Brown Bag Lecture Seriespresents a lecture on Motivating
Your Membership. Carl Dieso, student program cc:iordinator, and
Allison Smith, Buenger Hall director, will be giving the informative
lecture at 1 p.m. in the OKI room.

•Stephen Hough will be performing at 2:30 p;in. in the Univer•"Sweeny Todd, The Demon
sity Theatre as part of the Classical BarberofFleetStreet" will beplayPiano Series. ·
· -·
ing at the Robert S. Marx Theatre at .
8 p.m. This lowly barber is in a play
•Don't forget to getthat extra that has a. title that makes you
houi'ofrestwhen you set your interested: Forhissake,let~shopeit
. cloc~J~~·-q~. 9neJ!oµf, :.. ..: '. . _., .. _, . Js a~:g()od~t the title. .• '• _.

--

we

THE. SEVE~ HILLS
RESALE
SHOP
FREE TRIPS!!·
·TELEPHONE SALES
Pre-Holiday Clearance Sale.
HELP WANTED
. , .. We are looking for fun,
Absolute Best SPRING.BREAK•
Tent event - Sat. Nov. l
Tutor for fifth, seventh, and
ei:iergeti~.studeriis:to'sfaffour .. · ;~ackages .available!! IN])IVIDUALS;.
10 a.m. - 3 p.m.
S.ilverton/Kenwood calling center ..·
student ORGANIZATIONS, or. eighth grader in our Mt. Washing5400 Red Bank Ro.ad ac~oss
ton home, 2 112 hr. each Tuesday &
Ifyo~ ar'e inte~e~tedin earning $8/
smallGROUPS wanted!! Call
from the Seven Hills School.
Thursday afternoon for school
hr., having fun, and helping those · INTER~CAMPUS PROGRAMS at 1Furniture, electronics, sporting ..
review & Thursday afternoon foi.·
800~327-6013. or http://www.icpt.com.
in need -give us a
·october 23
goods, and misc. for sale. _Call for
school review. & homew~rk help.
· call at 794-7740.
· more information·241"7977. ·
231-4785
.
HOUSES FOR RENT
•It is Alcohol Awarness Day.
HELP WANTED
Spacious 7 bedrooms, 3 1/2
Please be aware of what types of
Part-time sitter/nanny for
baths, totally equipped. Also
alcoholic beverages you are conHELP.WANTED .
infant ~nd toddler, 7.:30 a.m. washer and dryer.
suming. The surgeon general does
Part-~e
i'e~eptionist
l p.m. M-F in our Hyde Park
Also 3. &4 bedroom houses.
FREE T-SHIRT .
not recommend the beast·.·
needed. Walk from Xa-rler.
h~~e. N/S with refore~ce~_··· ·,both walking distance from campus.
+$1,000
'Apply at Northland
required. ,Possible live~iriposition ..
Kelly Company 321-0043 or
·credit
Card
fundraisers for :
.
. Volkswagon.
•Check out the Alcohol
. ifdesired; Begin 12/1/97. Call 651.::
241-942i. ··
fraternities, soro~ities & groups .. Any ·
3813.
Montgomery
Road.
.
5666
ask
for
Bill.
.
.
.
.
·
Awareness Day·promotions that are .
campus organization can raise up to .
Ciiu Tim at 531~5500
'displayed outside of the cafe, The·
$1,000 by earning a whopping $SMSA
.HELP .WANTED·
dorms and clu.bs have someinfluenapplication. Call1~800-932-0528 ·ext.
HELP WANTED ·
Adricais, Mt. Adams parttial messages for you.
65. Qtialified callers receive FREETGame ·mannfacturing
time evening servers, host/ess,
·•·
.SHIRT.
company hiring for assembly and
)msser,
prep/d~sh,
cooks.
Great
. NOW HIRING. ·
•Buying a date at the Dat·warehouse for Oakley/Nol'Wood ·
collegejob. Call 483-7830.
·· · · . Need books? Want extra
ing Auction· is not as bad as ft
area. •35-40 hrs. weekdays 9a~m.-.
money?.
Want to work with a ftin ·
seems.· if you reason it out, you pay
Sp.m. Starting wage $6 hourly and
and
flexible
company? The Cooker .
what you bid for-a good looking
up. Apply in person at Late for the
. SHOW.ME THE MONEY!!
in Hyde Park is hiring energetic
escortand a$25dinnerattheMont- .·
Sky; 3000 Robertson Rd.
Xhe C~oker in Hyde Park is
people for.oii:llpos~tions. Many
··HOUSE.FOR RENT
· Cincinnati, OH 45209 .. ·
gomery Inn, which is bette~ than ··
cond~ctinginuriediate interviews .
Xavier student~ have already joined
. ... . . 1936 Cleneay Avenue. Six .,
cooking .ot th,e grill. So go fo the
·for energetic Xavier st~d1,mts who .
bedroom, tw? bath~ No driveway.· our team. C_ome in for an immedicafe at 9 p.m. and just do ·it~. Ge(.
want to he shown the mon~y. Top
. ·Rent $1,'250/month·+ utilities. More
ate interview. 3780.Paxton Rd .
yours~lf- a real meal for pocket :
pay for all positions. Come in
.. inform~tion. Call 563-0130.
today; 3780 Paxton Rd.
change. You might even meet~ your >

thursday

life long partner: Would11' t that be
a great story.
.
145 days
Patrick s n:iy.
·the g~een beer:
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